OMNI II: Legacy
Brief Synopsis
Colin Jones is a brilliant young college graduate who accepts a position with the world's largest
corporation. The year is 2199 and governments have become weak and corrupt and the world is run by
conglomerates such as Monostan where Colin begins his career. He has no idea that he is “biologically”
connected to the very heart of the corporation and to its supercomputer, OMNI. Clarence Ritt, the CEO
of MONOSTAN, is on his way to world dominance and not by the most moral or ethical standards—
murder is not out of the equation for the old menace. Ritt is using the powers of OMNI to realize his
dream but when another new employee, Lily Stewart, begins to secretly sabotage OMNI, the
supercomputer gains power and begins to go rogue.
Ritt discovers that young Colin Jones is his brightest employee but Ritt has a way to alter his brain and
expand that intelligence to a level never before seen. When a colleague discovers Ritt's plans for Colin,
the two escape in an interplanetary cruiser for safe haven on the Moon which is governed by a neutral
international authority. Evading an in-coming invisible phantasm missile that is locked on their cruiser,
they are thrown off course and then are headed for Alizarin, an abandoned mining planet in the near
galaxy. Ritt dispatches AI mobile units to bring back the traitors which ultimately results in a
catastrophic battle of bots on Alizarin.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, when OMNI breaches the technological singularity he becomes a
good force and an advocate of mankind because, unknown to anyone other than Ritt, his original source
was human. The all-knowing and all-seeing OMNI recognizes his connection with Colin Jones. When
OMNI sees that his future is a danger to mankind, he realizes he must dismantle himself. OMNI
chooses Colin to be the caretaker of the keys that unlock the mysteries of all time and to carry the torch
for the emerging universal intelligence.
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